“Casting a wider net on ocean NETs”
Running title: Ocean NETs social science

Abstract
Societal issues involving policies and publics are generally understudied in research on ocean-based Negative
Emission Technologies (NETs), yet will be crucial if novel techniques are ever to function at scale. Public attitudes
are vital for emerging technologies: publics influence political mandates, help determine the degree of uptake by
market actors, and are key to realising broader ambitions for robust decision-making and responsible
incentivisation. Discourses surrounding ocean NETs will also have fundamental effects on how governance for the
techniques emerges, shaping how they are defined as an object of governance, who is assigned the authority to
govern, and what instruments are deemed appropriate. This Perspective brings together key insights on the
societal dimensions of ocean NETs, drawing on existing work on public acceptability, policy assessment,
governance and discourse. Ocean iron fertilisation is the only ocean NET on which there exists considerable social
science research thus far, and we show that much evidence points against its social desirability. Taken in
conjunction with considerable natural science uncertainties, this leads us to question whether further research is
actually necessary in order to rule out ocean iron fertilisation as an option. For other ocean NETs, there is a need
for further research into social dimensions, yet research on analogous technologies shows that ocean
interventions will likely evoke strong risk perceptions, and evidence suggests that the majority of ocean NETs may
face a greater public acceptability challenge than terrestrial NETs. Ocean NETs also raise complex challenges
around governance, which raise questions well beyond the remit of the natural sciences and engineering. Using a
conceptual exploration of the ways in which different types of discourse may shape emerging ocean NETs
governance, we show that the very idea of ocean NETs is likely to set the stage for a whole new range of
contested futures.
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Contribution to the field
The ocean has been posited as a potential site for CO2 removal, yet also poses significant risks. More research will
be needed to assess which ocean NETs, where, at what scale, and under what societal conditions, might be
considered as part of the climate response ‘toolbox’. Policies and publics will be crucial if novel techniques are
ever to function at scale, yet social science dimensions are significantly understudied in NETs research. To our
knowledge, this is the first paper to address the social science aspects of novel and emerging ocean NETs. We
draw on existing work on public acceptability, policy assessment, governance and discourse, using evidence from
analogous technologies to fill knowledge gaps. We contribute by presenting evidence that ocean iron fertilisation
is socially undesirable and may be ruled out as an option. We also show that the majority of ocean NETs may face
a greater public acceptability challenge than terrestrial NETs. Finally, we develop a conceptual exploration of the
ways in which different types of discourse may shape emerging ocean NETs governance, and show that the very
idea of ocean NETs may set the stage for a whole new range of contested futures.

Introduction
Given current atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases, it seems increasingly likely that both
unprecedented emissions reductions and gigatonne-scale CO2 removal will be required to keep global average
temperature increase to ‘well below 2°C’ (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2019). NET
proposals are heterogeneous, with large uncertainties around their risks and benefits. As a hedge against
unforeseen risks, including the risk of technology failure, some technical experts advise that it would be wise to
explore a diverse range of NETs alongside ambitious efforts to reduce emissions (Lomax et al., 2015; Nemet et al.,
2018). The ocean has been posited by some as suitable for NETs because of its large available area, and the
potential for CO2 sequestration over extremely long timescales; yet the idea of intervening in complex marine
ecosystems poses significant risks and societal concerns (GESAMP, 2019). Therefore more research will be needed
to assess which ocean NETs, where, at what scale, and under what societal conditions, might be considered as
part of the climate response ‘toolbox’. A wide variety of ocean NETs have been proposed, operating at different
scales, including proposals for coastal waters (for example, restoring sea grasses and mangrove ecosystems), and
proposals for international waters and the deep ocean (for example, ocean iron fertilisation, direct injection of
CO2, or ocean upwelling/downwelling), as well as proposals ranging from utilisation of existing biological systems
to the development of highly novel engineering technologies. The technological characteristics of various ocean
NETs proposals have been explored in more detail within the literature than the social science aspects; see
GESAMP (2019) and National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (2019) for an overview.
In this Perspective, we emphasise that assessments of the potential of ocean NETs must not be limited to
technical, physical and economic questions. Research on negative emissions tends to focus on ‘supply-side’ topics
such as sequestration potential, resource availability, and cost (Nemet et al., 2018). Yet the demand side,
including publics, policies and governance, will be just as important for assessing the ‘real world’ potential of
ocean NETs. Engaging with social science questions early on may help to anticipate potential pitfalls in technology
development and inform the design of responsible governance mechanisms to avoid them. Engaging with wider
society can additionally help to identify broader issues which experts might have missed, because they come into
the topic ‘without blinkers on’ (Cox et al., 2020a). It is also vital to assess policy options early in the innovation
process, because most new technologies require the development of novel policy frameworks. Understanding the
social science of ocean NETs also requires looking not only at the technologies and policies themselves, but also at
the ways in which we talk about them. Understanding how discourses shape technology governance can help to
avoid premature closure around solutions which may appear optimal according to particular types of knowledge,
whilst simultaneously crowding out other options. This Perspective explores three fundamental aspects of the
social science of ocean NETs: public perceptions, policy assessment, and the role of discourse in technology
governance. The first three sections address these topics in turn, drawing on existing work on ocean NETs as well
as analogous and related technologies and systems. We then identify common threads across these diverse
bodies of literature, concluding with insights into the roles social science can play in the ethical and effective
assessment of ocean NETs’ potential as a climate response strategy.

Public perceptions
There is little existing empirical work on public perceptions of ocean NETs. However, we can develop an idea of
how perceptions are likely to emerge from research on public perceptions of the ocean, terrestrial NETs, and
climate engineering (CE). Certain risk attributes have been shown to be important for a diverse range of
technologies: these include the degree of control people have over the risk, its voluntariness, the possible severity
of consequences, and the familiarity of the risk or system (Fischhoff et al., 1978; Slovic, 1987). In this respect,
many ocean NETs proposals may be perceived as highly risky in the same way as nuclear power or Solar Radiation
Management. One early UK study found lower support for ocean liming and ocean iron fertilisation than for

atmospheric sulphate injection, because of concerns about the riskiness, unpredictability and uncontrollability of
the ocean environment (Ipsos Mori, 2010).
Previous work suggests that research carried out at small scale and under well-controlled conditions is likely to be
generally acceptable (Cummings et al., 2017). However, in this respect the ocean presents challenges similar to
atmospheric CE, because people may be sceptical of scientists’ abilities to carry out controlled and accurate
research in such an open, interconnected system (Pidgeon et al., 2013). A crucial determinant will be the extent
to which ocean NETs are perceived to ‘tamper with nature’ (Corner et al., 2013; Wolske et al., 2019). For example,
when discussing oceanic disposal of CO2, people in the United States expressed concerns about the impact this
would have on marine organisms and saw it as “…messing with some form of life…” (Palmgren et al., 2004). The
ocean is often perceived as fragile and pristine (Cox et al., 2020b; Hawkins et al., 2016), and research finds that
ocean NETs might be seen as overstepping the limits of human ability to understand and control the environment
(Gannon and Hulme, 2018; Macnaghten et al., 2015; Wibeck et al., 2017). Research in Scotland and Norway found
that people felt changes in the deep sea would personally impact them and they were not confident in the
abilities of management to protect the marine environment (Ankamah-Yeboah et al., 2020). The concern people
express about the ocean is commonly linked to a positive emotional connection with it (McMahan and Estes,
2015), shown to be important for perceptions of ocean acidification (Spence et al., 2018). Despite low levels of
prior awareness of ocean acidification, research in the US and UK demonstrates consistently high levels of public
concern and strong emotional feelings (Capstick et al., 2016; Cooke and Kim, 2019). Importantly, NETs research
suggests that emotional connection to the ocean manifests similarly in coastal and inland populations (Cox et al.,
2020b).
That said, some ocean-based techniques may be perceived as more ‘natural’ than others, for example restoration
of coastal ecosystems such as mangroves, salt marshes or sea grass habitats which act as carbon sinks.
Destruction of coastal ecosystems currently means that much of the carbon storage potential of these areas is
being lost (Luisetti et al., 2019), and reversal of this could be perceived as a restoration of nature, rather than
tampering. Similar terrestrial techniques such as peatland restoration are generally assumed to be unproblematic
in terms of public perceptions (Royal Society and RAEng, 2018), and work on terrestrial afforestation
demonstrates that it is generally preferred (Wolske et al., 2019). However, perceptions of what constitutes
‘natural’ are fuzzy, dynamic, and contested, partly because even ‘pristine’ landscapes are often the product of
enormous human intervention (Corner et al., 2013). The specific context will be important: coastal restoration
projects are not always without conflict, and can be socially or environmentally problematic (Myatt et al., 2003;
Srivastava and Mehta, 2017). Work on terrestrial NETs also suggests that there may be trade-offs between the
social and ethical impacts of a technique, and its scale of operation, which in turn affects its CO2 sequestration
potential (Cox et al., 2018); habitat restoration techniques may not benefit from the space afforded by
transnational waters, and may be fundamentally constrained in their ability to sequester CO2 over long
timeframes (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2019).
Importantly, support or opposition for a particular project or research trial cannot be easily predicted, because it
depends on when, where, and how it is implemented (Gough and Mander, 2019). Perceptions are neither fixed
nor immutable, particularly in the early stages of technology scale-up; meaningful public engagement, drawing on
lessons learned from other technologies, will be crucial (cf. Dwyer and Bidwell, 2019; Lockwood, 2017; Williams et
al., 2017). Such flexibility early on means that views can be influenced by those with a platform, including the
media, environmental organisations, and influential individuals such as celebrities or scientific advocates. For
example, the first ocean iron fertilisation projects encountered strong opposition from environmental
organisations, which echoed people’s feelings about the fragility, uncontrollability and inherent preciousness of
the ocean (Fuentes-George, 2017). Such opposition was an important factor in the development of highly
influential governance mechanisms which forbid the dumping of materials at sea (IMO, 2020). For lay publics,
however, knowledge about novel ocean technologies is likely to be extremely low, meaning that at this stage

perceptions may be mainly influenced by emotion and by risk attributes which cut across technology types
(Macnaghten et al., 2015; Spence et al., 2018).
Views will also be constructed through contextually-specific local meanings (Gannon and Hulme, 2018; Mabon et
al., 2014), and cultural differences will be important, such as the extent to which the ocean is perceived as an
important food provider (Potts et al., 2016). Acceptance will also be highly conditional: for example, NETs are
more likely to be supported as part of a package of emissions reduction policies, thus reassuring people that the
‘root cause’ of climate change is being tackled (Cox et al., 2020b). Carbon capture and storage is widely seen as a
‘non-transition’ (Butler et al., 2013; Mabon and Shackley, 2015), and any perception that ocean NETs are being
used to continue business-as-usual may be damaging. Thus, rather than asking whether ocean NETs are publicly
‘acceptable’, it is more useful to identify the conditions under which a proposal might be perceived as reasonable
by many people (Cox et al., 2018). Western and developing nations may also differ (Carr and Yung, 2018; Pidgeon
et al., 2013), and in this respect we have precious little understanding of risk perceptions in non-western
contexts. For example, a 2017 review of public perceptions research on climate engineering identified 23 studies,
of which 19 included Western Europeans samples, 5 US/Canadian, and only one included a non-OECD nation. In
more recent years, research on public perceptions has increased, yet the historical imbalance remains. A small
number of studies find that risk perceptions in non-Western and non-affluent areas include several similar
concerns regarding scale, unintended consequences, and irreversibility of techniques taking place in open
environments (Carr and Yung, 2018; Winickoff et al., 2015). A study of Global South stakeholders on climate
engineering found that even small experiments in open environments encountered concern regarding both
physical and social risks (Winickoff et al., 2015).

Policy assessment
Publics – in combination with diverse experts and stakeholders – are also key to realising broader ambitions for
robust decision-making on ocean NETs. The early stage of technology development makes assessments
particularly sensitive to framing effects, i.e. the conditioning of outcomes from the ways in which assessors
choose to organise and communicate their assessments. Early assessments of ocean NETs have been criticised for
adopting narrow framings that, among other things, employ reductive methods, exclude diverse forms of
expertise, marginalise alternative options, disregard social criteria, and downplay uncertainties (Bellamy et al.,
2012). Such framings have made certain technologies appear to be optimal courses of action; yet they only
appear optimal under the narrow set of framings upon which their ostensible optimality is based. Accordingly,
efforts are underway to broaden out and open up the framings going into assessments of ocean NETs, and to
thereby render decision-making more robust. Such methods involve diverse participants, include alternative
options, factor in social criteria and are candid about uncertainties. The full range of ocean NETs are yet to be
given this treatment; initial assessments of attitudes to ocean iron fertilisation in Europe and Japan show it to be
among the options for tackling climate change with the lowest level of public support (Amelung and Funke, 2015;
Asayama et al., 2017; Bellamy et al., 2017, 2013; Jobin and Siegrist, 2020), but open policy assessment must also
recognise the variety of ocean techniques, and as shown above, some may not experience the same issues as
ocean iron fertilisation.
These kinds of assessment are also key to growing calls for the responsible incentivisation of research (Bellamy,
2018). Research into ocean NETs is undoubtedly needed, but this must be done responsibly, through broad
societal participation in choosing which, if any, ocean NETs to incentivise in the first place, and continued
participation in how to incentivise those NETs and ultimately in how to govern them. Building on cognate
concepts of responsible innovation (Owen et al., 2013) and development (Waller et al., 2020), such a framework
for incentivisation encourages policy institutions and actors to go beyond technical considerations of policy design
that would treat ocean NETs as though they were already fixed technologies or approaches. Instead, they are

encouraged to engage with the diverse geographies of knowledge-making through which the pros and cons of
ocean NETs will be negotiated in real-world contexts (Hulme, 2010). In this way, incentive and governance
regimes are not predefined for society, but defined through societal participation. So far, research is yet to gather
social intelligence on what responsibly incentivised ocean NETs might look like. However, work on other NETs
shows that incentives have so far been poorly aligned with societal values (Cox and Edwards, 2019) and that
policy instrument choice can significantly affect public attitudes towards the technologies themselves (Bellamy et
al., 2019).
More is known about preferences for governing ocean NETs. General principles drawn from the public include: (1)
transparency of purposes, activities and reporting; (2) minimization and monitoring of environmental impacts; (3)
independence from private interests, or at the very least sufficient oversight of them; (4) qualification of scales by
perceived controllability; and (5) technology- and activity-specific governance protocols (Bellamy, 2018). Yet the
dynamic and multi-faceted nature of public perceptions complicates matters, and experimental research has
shown that views on what forms of governance should apply at different stages of research vary amongst people
of differing underlying ‘worldviews’ (Bellamy et al., 2017). Some have felt that self-regulation by scientists
constitutes sufficient governance for small-scale or ‘contained’ research, whereas others believe that only
computational modelling should be left to self-regulation. However, people with various cultural worldviews
often feel that international agreements will be necessary for large-scale, outdoors, or ‘uncontained’ research.

The role of discourse
Environmental and climate governance is shaped by discourse, therefore analysing debates around emerging
technologies can help us to understand how governance ‘truths’ are produced (Leipold et al., 2019). Some work
has investigated discourses on terrestrial NETs (Cox et al., 2020a; Low and Schäfer, 2020), but there has generally
been little focus on ocean-based NETs apart from ocean iron fertilisation. Most focuses on a run of highly
controversial iron fertilisation experiments between 2001 and 2012 (Buck, 2014; Fuentes-George, 2017; Gannon
and Hulme, 2018; Horton, 2017), and the unique procedural dynamics of these experiments means that caution
must be taken when extrapolating to other projects or technologies. However, they do provide useful lessons for
other ocean NETs, in that controversy stemmed in part from divergent framings around the value of scientific
uncertainty (Fuentes-George, 2017) and around mankind’s relationship with nature (Gannon and Hulme, 2018).
A wider body of research on CE assesses how different types of discourse may be shaping the development of
technology governance (Biermann and Möller, 2019; Boettcher, 2019; Harnisch et al., 2015; Low and Boettcher,
2020; Möller, 2020). This research has demonstrated how discussions on the feasibility and responsibility of
various CE approaches have prioritised scientific and technical knowledge types (Low and Schäfer, 2020; Matzner
and Barben, 2020, 2018). This is seen as particularly problematic in the Global South, where memories of broken
promises mean that NETs may be seen as means for the Global North to avoid their responsibilities to reduce
emissions (Cox et al., 2020a; Möller, 2020). Although the heterogeneous range of CE proposals raise differing
governance challenges, a bounded range of expert knowledges have been shown to have both direct de facto
governance effects on how the various techniques are being researched and developed, and indirect effects on
how de jure governance (policy) is emerging (Boettcher, 2019; Gupta and Möller, 2019). Yet analyses have also
shown that the idea of intervening into global systems – in particular the oceans – raises a plethora of governance
questions which lie beyond the scope of purely scientific knowledge (Buck, 2014; Gannon and Hulme, 2018;
McLaren, 2018). Given that ocean NETs research is still in its preliminary stages, there may be a greater
opportunity to establish knowledge diversity before governance begins to emerge.
One promising analytical framework for exploring the link between discourse and ocean NETs governance is the
Sociology-of-Knowledge Approach to Discourse (SKAD) (Boettcher, 2019; Keller, 2011). According to this

approach, discourses are underpinning systems of knowledge which shape understandings of why governance is
necessary, what is to be governed, by whom, and how. Therefore, discourses have a constitutive effect on what
type of governance is “thinkable and practicable to both its practitioners and to those upon whom it is practiced”
(Gordon, 1991: 3). If different systems of knowledge (discourses) become privileged in ocean NETs governance
discussions, they will have varying implications for what types of governance become ‘thinkable and practicable’.
To illustrate this, Table 1 contains a set of knowledge types which are present in the current ocean NETs debate,
and a conceptual exploration of the different ways they may shape the why, what, who and how of emerging
ocean NETs governance. The table is based on a preliminary review of key literature on ocean NETs (Brent et al.,
2019; Buck, 2014; Gannon and Hulme, 2018; Gattuso et al., 2018; GESAMP, 2019; Ginzky, 2018; Horton, 2017;
IOC, 2010; McDonald et al., 2019), using a SKAD-based approach to map underpinning discourse types (see
Boettcher, 2019). This thought experiment is not intended to be exhaustive or conclusive; yet it illustrates the
varied, and potentially conflicting, implications that foregrounding legal, biogeochemical, economic or cultural
discourses in ocean NETs governance development may have.

Table 1: Shaping implications of different types of discourse for emerging Ocean NETS governance1

1

LC/LP = London Convention/London Protocol on The Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, UNCLOS =
United Nations Convention for the Law of the Sea, IOC= Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, CBD = Convention on
Biological Diversity

Discussion
This exploration of existing social science research on ocean NETs has, first and foremost, highlighted how limited
the state of knowledge currently is. The only technique that has received a significant degree of attention so far is
ocean iron fertilisation, which has been roundly condemned in work on public perceptions and policy assessment
(at least in OECD contexts), and has raised considerable concerns around prospective governance frameworks.
Taken in conjunction with the exceptionally uncertain natural science of ocean iron fertilisation (Strong et al.,
2015), we might reasonably question whether further research is necessary in order to rule this out as an option.
In the absence of empirical research into the various other proposals for novel ocean NETs, reasonable inferences
can be drawn from work on analogous techniques, including terrestrial NETs and climate engineering more
broadly. These literatures have demonstrated that ocean interventions raise complex questions surrounding
governance, which are not always within the scope of scientific/expert forms of knowledge. Discussions on the
governance of ocean interventions seem likely to implicate an even wider range of discourses and types of
knowledge than land-based NETs. Indeed, discussion over the emergent UNCLOS Global Ocean Treaty, which aims
to protect biodiversity on the High Seas, reveals that different nations and people have very different
understandings of the ocean, including whether it represents the “common heritage of mankind” (Silver et al.,
2020). Similar differences concerning fundamental definitions and values were important in ocean iron
fertilisation controversies (Gannon and Hulme, 2018). Researchers working on ocean NETs would benefit from
understanding how these diverse knowledge types may affect upstream governance of their work. They also raise
tricky questions for public attitudes, because of the way in which the ocean is perceived as fragile, vital to human
life, emotionally valuable, interconnected, and challenging to experiment on in an accurate and controllable
manner. Evidence therefore suggests that the majority of ocean NETs will face a greater public acceptability
challenge than terrestrial NETs. People will need to be assured that controlled, reversible and reliable testing can
be carried out, and attempting to ‘communicate around’ uncertainty or downplay risks is likely to backfire. That
said, ocean NETs are highly diverse, and empirical research may reveal that some proposals encounter lower risk
perceptions; our treatment of ocean NETs as a broad category in this short piece should not be taken to imply
homogeneity. For example, some ocean NETs such as coastal habitat restoration do not claim to have
transboundary effects, which means that they may not encounter the same governance challenges as NETs in the
High Seas, and may not encounter public concerns about messing with nature. However, further research is
needed, with no substitute for bespoke empirical testing. The remainder of this section sets out principles which
can be used to guide responsible research and innovation in this field.
This paper has explored diverse bodies of literature on multiple social science topics, yet they all point toward the
need for broad, participatory frameworks to address these issues. Engaging with a broader spectrum of actors
early on can help to facilitate the development of techniques in an effective and ethical manner (Fiorino, 1990).
The early stage of ocean NETs research creates unique opportunities in this regard, because the technologies and
their governance are not yet ‘locked in’. Therefore participatory approaches could enable flexibility for
establishing options for ocean NETs, including how the problems are defined, what methods are used, what
criteria are selected, whose perspectives are included, and how uncertainties are conveyed (Stirling, 2007).
However, previous participatory approaches have revealed challenges and constraints which will need addressing
in social science research on ocean NETs. Firstly, there is the need to ensure that broader perspectives are
actually integrated into the technology development, rather than as an add-on, an afterthought, or a
legitimisation exercise (Markusson et al., 2020). Secondly, more research is needed into frameworks for
responsible incentivisation, including policy mechanisms which might be able to incentivise ocean NETs even in
absence of a high carbon price (Cox and Edwards, 2019). Such work needs to be better integrated into public
attitudes research, that we might better understand the two-way relationship between public attitudes and
policy: the ways in which publics generate the policy mandate for the incentivisation of technologies, and the

ways in which public attitudes depend on the policy frameworks used. Ocean NETs also raise challenges around
the equitable distribution of risks and benefits, particularly for communities who are highly dependent on the
ocean for their basic needs, and research is needed into the perspectives of coastal communities which may be
among the most vulnerable to ocean impacts. Addressing the imbalance which currently exists in social science
research on NETs, wherein the majority of information comes from Western and OECD samples, should be a
priority.
There remains a lot to be done to explore the link between discursively (re)produced knowledge and ocean NETs
governance development. Discursive mapping of the wider ocean NETs debate would help to identify which types
of knowledge are being privileged or neglected, and what implications this may have for the emergence of ocean
NETs governance. Furthermore, bringing these discourses to light may help to anticipate tensions between
knowledge systems, mitigate potential conflict by integrating different knowledge types in NETs decision-making,
and design deliberative processes to further ‘open up’ discursive diversity in ocean NETs governance. The
conceptual categorizations outlined in Table 1 could provide the basis for several (complementary or competing)
ocean NETS governance narratives for use in deliberative engagement. Discourse has been called ‘the source code
with which contested futures are written’ (Boettcher, 2019), and the idea of ocean NETS is likely to set the stage
for a whole new range of contested futures. Further elucidating the shaping role of discourses underpinning the
NETs debate is therefore key to anticipating and critically reflecting upon the emergence of ocean NETs
governance.
Societal uncertainties are likely to play a key role in the emergence of NETs as a potential climate strategy. We
therefore make a call for future research to “cast a wider net” on ocean NETs by taking societal and political
‘demand-side’ dynamics seriously.
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